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Concord Valance

9340
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20” - 30”
A choice of three different valance designs, using inverted
pleats.

18”

15”

27”

Measurements are given in sketch. Depth alterations
will need to be done straight across at the top. No other
alterations are given.

Fabric Suggestions: Use light to medium weight fabrics that are not too stiff. Add interlining to light weight fabrics. Stripes
and plaids work well. Pleats are made from a contrast fabric, they should be self lined (some areas will show). View A side
section should be self or contrast lined. Drapery lining can be used for the center section. However, lining may tend to
show at the bottom edge if a trim or cord is not used.
YARDAGE
With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you can
determine how they will fit on your fabric.

Each valance center section can be 20” to 30” wide. Two cuts are needed to make it complete. An inverted pleat is sewn
between the two cuts.

View A Upright Cut

Subtract 18” from the board face measurement (9“ for each side section). The amount left will be for the
center section. More than one complete center section can be used.

20” Center Sections .....................................................................................2 cuts @ 11” wide x 20” deep
30” Center Sections .....................................................................................2 cuts @ 16” wide x 20” deep
Side Sections ..................................(one pair, one cut per jabot) ..............2 cuts @ 23” wide x 30” deep
Long Inverted Pleat ........................(middle of center section)..... ........................ 11” wide x 20” deep
Short Inverted Pleat.......................(each side of center section)........................... 11” wide x 17” deep

View B Upright Cut -

Divide board face measurement by number of complete center sections desired.

Center Sections .................................................................................................................. same as View A
Long Inverted Pleat ..........................(middle of center section) ........................... 11” wide x 20” deep
Short Inverted Pleat.........................(each side of center section)......................... 11” wide x 17” deep
Returns....(two) ..........................................................................................your width plus 1” x 17” deep

View C Upright Cut -

Divide board face measurement by number of complete center sections desired.

Center Sections .................................................................................................................. same as View A
Short Inverted Pleat........................ (middle of center section) ............................ 11” wide x 17” deep
Long Inverted Pleat ......................(each side of center section) ............................ 11” wide x 20” deep
Returns....two .............................................................................................your width plus 1” x 20” deep
Lengthwise Cut: Pattern pieces can be overlapped for a seamless cut. The width measurement of the pattern pieces will
run with the selvage. Fabric measurement will be same as pattern width.
Same amount of lining and (optional) interlining needed for all items.

TRIM (Trims must be able to curve)

Each complete 20” Center Section .... 22”
Each complete 30” Center Section .... 32”
Each View A Side Section .................. 28”
Each Inverted Pleat ............................. 10”
Each Return .......................................... your width

(See fabric suggestions)

